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B. Our approach in this course

Every course is new and the approach will vary. My intention for
this particular expression is to 1) offer a quick survey of the
major themes; 2) summarize a few problems and 3) work for the
exegesis of a few particular chapters. Following this we will
summarize our work, offer some notes on the inspiration of the
book, evaluate some modern criticisms and then go to the next part
of the course... the Song of Solomon. But sufficient is the day for
the troubles thereof.

The student is reminded that the essential clue to the understanding
of any biblical book is in the repeated reading of the text and the
fuller understanding of historical and contextual materials. The
text is sufficiently re-read when the student can reconstruct it in
one's mind. This is different than mere memorizing (I am not against
that) but is an attempt to have such a firm mental grasp on the
material that one knows how it is arranged and organized in the
bounds of one's thinking. When this is done...perhaps only a few
further readings are necessary. But the concept of reading and
rereading cannot be overstressed as a method of mastery for the study
of a biblical book ..or any otherpiece of literature.

C. The Major themes of Ecclesiastes

I enumerate four major themes which will be treated quickly.. . in the
order in which I feel competent to treat them! Certainly there are
more than four ideas but these are major concepts of special interest
to the original writer and to those of us who study his work today.

1. Life Needs are Not Met By Human Enterprise

Again, we are not saying that no needs are met by these things.
But by life needs we mean the necessary materials that give life
a sense of satisfaction and completness, a concept of fulfillment
and attainment, and the conclusion of the writer is that the
enterprise in which we indulge do not give this to us. They may
meet material needs and temporal requirements...but these are
passing and you may die, unhappy, in the midst of the actual ful
fillment of many of these materials. In fact, you may live unhappy
and yet be surrounded by them. I am reminded of Commodore
Vanderbilt's son, heir to a massive estate and builder of the
largest private residence in modern history, and his sad note
that he had not known a happy day in his entire life. (The
estate is Biltmore in Asheville, NC and the account is given in
a paper prepared by the estate for visitors.) But we must be more
particular with "human enterprise" and so we note the following
areas, most of which are familiar to us.

a. Learning
To our chagrin we discover that education does not fulfill
the life need. If anything it may take from it. Following
are a few key scriptures that attest to this fact. These are
in summary of the mass of material the writer presents to
this point.
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